
FAÇADE PROTECTION & REFURBISHMENT
An individual system for every façade 
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THE FAÇADE SPECIALIST
The façade is known as the face of a

building (and even the company that

owns it). It certainly has the major

share in the appearance and impact

of a building – but building façades

are as variable and individual as

peoples faces are. And they need to

be cared for and protected just as

individually to maintain the value of

the investment. Cosmetics alone are

not enough, only comprehensive

treatment and specific protection

which is carefully matched to the 

different requirements and problem

areas will produce durable and

sustainable good appearance.

Remmers is a unique specialist in

building façades: The more individual

and complex the structure and its

problems, the more our strengths

come to the fore – top class 

products and integrated systems,

combined with our wealth of

knowledge on the refurbishment of

every building façade substrate.

BUILDING FAÇADE PROTECTION
Lasting protection means lasting investment
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INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
Problem, Diagnosis, Therapy: This is

the only real way for a doctor to help

his “patient”. This applies equally 

to the preventative protection of

modern façades and most of all to

refurbishment and restoration of old

buildings. Correct determination of all

the main parameters and a proper

condition survey and analysis are 

pre-requisites for the selection of the

most appropriate individual refurbish-

ment concept. On-the-spot individual

advice is also indispensable. This is

particularly true for façades that are

made from combinations of different

materials, including concrete render,

brick, stone, timber and others. 

Remmers has the best integrated

solutions whatever the combination of

materials and their requirements.

INDIVIDUAL WATERPROOF
PROTECTION
Waterproofing, water vapour 

permeability and driving rain 

resistance – water repellence – are

also primary functions of the façade.

As a result, over the last 50 years

Remmers has become a technology

and market leader in hydrophobic

products and systems for all types

of masonry, concrete brick, natural

stone or combined façades. 

Remmers has also developed 

innovative processes for their 

application and refurbishment of

façades already damaged by 

moisture.

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE
As complete problem solvers, 

façade cleaning products and 

protective coatings are also an

important part of our range, 

together with ‘state of the art’ rapid

repair systems for durable concrete

refurbishment.

Remmers façade protection

systems also include both mineral

and silicone resin based coatings,

advanced stone consolidating and

strengthening solutions as well as

unique stone restoration mortars.

All of these Remmers system 

components are always perfectly

matched, complimentary, practical

and also designed for their ease of

use on site. 
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THE MOST PRESTIGIOUS
DISCIPLINE
Conservation for heritage and

monument protection is without

doubt the highest discipline of 

building protection. Remmers is the

clear No. 1 in Europe for this. 

Company founder Bernhard 

Remmers was passionately 

committed to it from the beginning.

For more than 50 years now, there

has been an extremely productive

connection between the most

demanding restoration requirements

and the development of our heritage

conservation and restoration

systems. It has been a case of 

growing into the job. How else

could all of the specific details –

from the degree of weathering of

different materials in different 

building environments – be analysed

and incorporated in our solutions so

meticulously?!

PRESERVING 
OURCULTURAL HERITAGE
Heritage and Monument or Sculptor

Conservators are quite rightly our

most critical “clients”. Mistakes

could easily lead to the loss of 

irreplaceable heritage. Precision,

extreme care and a scientific

approach are an absolute must 

in the refurbishment of these 

structures. The conservation 

concept and all of the objectives 

are always fully prepared in detail 

beforehand.

These can all vary widely: Resto-

ration of the structure or conservati-

on of the authentic original fabric?

Remmers specialists understand

heritage conservation requirements

and also value the structures that

have to be preserved. 

HERITAGE PROTECTION
Remmers – The Number 1 in Europe

Cologne Cathedral

Neuschwanstein Castle

Marienburg, Poland
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OUTSTANDING EXPERTISE
During the past 50 years Remmers

has worked on many of the most

important heritage buildings in

Europe. Technical competence and

expertise unique in the industry, has

been acquired in conjunction with

most eminent international experts.

With literally towering references:

Europe’s highest church tower on

Ulm Cathedral (161 m), the British

Houses of Parliament, Cologne 

Cathedral, St. Stephen’s Cathedral

in Vienna, St. Basil’s Cathedral

facing the Kremlin in Red Square

and many more. Even in the 

tropical climate of Cambodia, at the

legendary vast temple complex of

Angkor Wat and on the Great Wall

of China, Remmers’ expertise and

products have been well proven.

TAILORED SOLUTIONS
When historic stone structures 

deteriorate, sound advice is needed.

By drawing on Remmers extensive

range of products and systems, our

specialists can tailor make solutions

which are as individual as the 

structure in need of protection: 

specifically matched and compatible

with the type of stone, the degree 

of weathering, the extent of deterio-

ration and the ambient conditions,

plus– above all – the special 

characteristics of the building, its

occupants and its environment.

HISTORIC MONUMENT
PROTECTION 
Because conservation is far more

than just a business to us, we set 

up the Bernhard Remmers Academy

in Germany, where the latest interna-

tional restoration knowledge and

experience is gathered, exchanged

and passed on. All of the profits the

Academy makes are donated to the

“German Foundation for Historic

Monument Protection”.

Yet another contribution by 

Remmers, to the preservation of our

cultural heritage.

Angkor Wat, Cambodia
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REMMERS SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
The quick and easy route to complete façade protection

Cleaning

Strengthening

Re-rendering and repair

Stucco

Cleaning

Salt removal

Consolidating

Preserving

Strengthening

Restoring

Re-profiling

Pointing

Water repelling

Anti-graffiti

Cleaning

Salt removal

Restoring

Pointing

Preventing Organic Growth

Anti-graffiti

Priming

Preventing Organic Growth

Priming

Coating

Scumbling

Scumbling

Water repelling

Coating

Scumbling

Brickwork Facades Rendered façades Natural stone façades 
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Cleaning

Crack grouting

Corrosion protection

Concrete replacement

Cleaning

Waterproofing

Rendering

Priming

Coating

Pre-drying

Void grouting

Injection

Cleaning/paint removal

Timber infestation protection

Infill retouching

Sprayed infilling

Half-timbering render

Opaque priming

Opaque timber coating

Water repelling

Anti-graffiti

Coating

Scumbling

Plugging

Timber preservation

Transparent timber coating

Infill coating

Half-timbered façades Concrete façades Foundation areas 
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Die Bauwerksabdichtung mit 
kunststoffmodifizierten Bitumen-
dickbeschichtungen (KMB) ist 
in DIN 18195 in den Teilen 4, 5 
und 6 aufgenommen
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BRICKWORK – REMMERS SYSTEM SOLUTION

Treatment process Remmers Products

Cleaning

Salt removal

Stone repair and restoration

Graffiti Remover

Façade Cleaner Paste

Microbiological Growth Remover

Combi WR

Clinker Cleaner AC

Rotec® Whirljet equipment

Salt Remover Compress

Restoration mortar SK

Preventing organic growth Imprägnierung BFA

Anti-Graffiti  Anti-Graffiti Coating

Pointing

Pointing Mortar

Pointing Mortar TK

Pointing Mortar ZF

Pointing Mortar MG

Pointing Slurry

Water repelling

Funcosil SNL

Funcosil SN

Funcosil FC

Priming
Primer SV

Impregnating Primer

Coating

Scumbling

Silicone Resin Filler Paint LA

Silicone Resin Paint LA

Historic Slurry Scumble

Historic Scumble
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Brick is one of the most traditional

building materials. The reason for

this, apart from its visual qualities,

was – and still is – the durability of

this abundant material, which can

hardly even be matched in its 

performance by concrete.

But a brick façade consists not only

of the bricks themselves but also

the of joints between them. These

joints are generally less durable than

the brick and often become the

weak points of the façade.

High moisture absorption by one or

both of these two materials is 

usually the trigger for the façade

deterioration and damage.

This emphasises the importance of

effective protection to equalise the

absorbency of the brick and the 

jointing / pointing mortar, plus to

reduce the total water absorption of

the façade. This can be achieved

with a correctly balanced and 

structured hydrophobic impregnation.

The protection system for fair-faced

brickwork developed by Remmers

provides long-term protection against

moisture penetration and guarantees

longevity with the maximum 

durability.

THE BRICKWORK FAÇADE
Protection systems for a traditional building material
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1

CLEANING & ACCUMULATED 

SALT REMOVAL
Cleaning is not just for the appearance. 
Layers of dirt store moisture and pollutants
prevent the substrate drying out. Salts are
removed from the surface with Remmers Salt
Removal Compresses. The compress is
applied like an elastoplast and is removed
with the trapped salts after about 3 weeks. 

2

REMOVING DETERIORATED 

POINTING 
Refurbishment of a brick façade almost
always involves renewing the pointing, which
has usually deteriorated. Except for when
slurry pointing is appropriate, the existing
joints must be raked out to a depth of 20 mm
or twice the joint width.

4

WATER REPELLING & 

ANTI-GRAFFITI PROTECTION
For preventative long-term protection against
moss, fungi and algae growth, a liquid organic
growth inhibitor can be applied before the
hydrophobic agent, which can then be applied
as either a protective liquid or a special gel /
cream formulation. The semi-permanent Rem-
mers anti-graffiti system can be used to make
any future graffiti easier to remove. 

5

COATING OR SCUMBLE
As an alternative to a hydrophobic treatment,
the façade can also be made water repellent
with a silicone resin based coating or a less
visible silicone resin ‘scumble’. This is now
standard practice for some authorities. 

3

BRICK RESTORATION & POINTING
Damaged bricks are replaced or restored with
Remmers Restoration Mortar SK.
They are then repointed with a fresh mortar
produced with the same Remmers binder plus
the correct grading and colour of sand.

REPOINTING THE BRICKS
In addition to traditional repointing by hand,
the pointing mortars can be machine applied,
particularly on large façades with wider joints.
Remmers Pointing Mortar MG has been 
specially developed for machine application
and is available in either ‘capillary active’ or
‘hydrophobic’ grades to suit both of these
alternative requirements.
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The Funcosil Brick Slurry Pointing

System consists essentially of two

phases: Applying a new hydraulic

pointing material and then making the

whole façade water repellent with

hydrophobic agents. The pointing

material is a fine-grained slurry with a

sulphate resistant cement binder. 

This guarantees high salt resistance,

even on brickwork susceptible to

attack from sulphates ie in gypsum

salts, which is often the case with

older buildings. The slurry pointing has

very high adhesion due to the quality

of the mortar and the application

system. The process (brick slurry poin-

ting) is also very economic because it

offers considerable time savings. The

time required for chiselling and raking

out the joints, plus the possibility of

damage to the bricks themselves is eli-

minated.

Much less work is required to apply

the mortar into the joints than with a

conventional pointing trowel. Another

major advantage: even narrow joints

and small cracks (too narrow for a tro-

wel) can be filled with mortar flush with

the surface. Taking all of the time

saving effects into account, an overall

time and cost saving of at least 25%

can be assumed.

Funcosil Brick Slurry Pointing has

unique advantages:

� Joint renovation and water 

repellency for the whole façade 

� Excellent adhesion 

� Similar coefficient of water

absorption for joints and bricks

� Time and cost saving compared

with conventional pointing

� Improved thermal insulation of the

dry façade 

BRICK SLURRY POINTING
Greatly improved appearance, 

with the façade made weatherproof for the long term

Initial impregnation,
spray applied

Applying the slurry
pointing mortar

Rough cleaning and
mortar compaction

Further cleaning
with special board

Final cleaning during
the early stage of
setting

Final impregnation
with Funcosil SNL

Brick made water repellent, 
the hydrophobic zone

Joint repaired with high adhesive strength
and water repelling properties

Joint and brick flush with the surface 
(no more cracks, damaged brick edges etc. 
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“Water is to blame for everything”

A large number of the mechanisms

leading to building damage are

directly or indirectly connected with

the moisture absorption of the buil-

ding material.

For example, the pollutant absorption

of a material increases as moisture

penetrates inside it. Salts are trans-

ported into the material in dissolved

form; pollutants from the atmosphere

are absorbed by rain (“acid rain”),

which then carries them into the 

façade. Physical properties – 

particularly thermal conductivity –

also change, rising dramatically and

reducing insulation, as the moisture

content increases.

Because water has such good 

heat conductivity, a reduction in 

the moisture content of a material

always increases its thermal 

insulation properties. Additionally, 

a water repellent material applied on

a single-skin brickwork façade, can

result in a dew point adjustment 

within the fabric, that also greatly

reduces the risk of mould forming

indoors. Inadequate attention is also

often paid to the fact that 

many building materials react to an 

increase in moisture content by

losing strength. The damage 

processes associated with water

and moisture are far more extensive

and varied than the few major ones

described here. Water repellence is

the only real answer to many of

these damage mechanisms. With a

Funcosil hydrophobic agent you can

protect your bricks from further

damage in future, improve the

indoor environment and also save

valuable energy.

Funcosil Façade Cream

� Supplied ready to use 

� Easy to apply, overhead working

is no problem

� Low material consumption per m2

� No losses due to material 

overspray or run off etc

� No time-consuming extra tasks

such as protecting and cleaning

the adjacent areas

� Long-term performance due to

high active solids content

� A new standard in the economic

impregnation of brickwork façades

Funcosil SNL Liquid

� Best penetration into highly 

absorbent substrates 

� Outstanding long-term stability 

� Proven for many decades 

FUNCOSIL HYDROPHOBIC AGENTS
Reliable and durable water repellence

Excellent water repelling properties of the
treated surface 

Adjacent surfaces such as windows and sills
can be worked up to accurately due to the
creamy gel consistency
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RENDER – REMMERS SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

Treatment process Remmers products

Cleaning

Strengthening

R
e-

re
nd

er
in

g 
an

d
 r

ep
ai

r

Graffiti Remover
Façade Cleaner Paste
Microbiological Growth Remover
Rotec® Whirljet equipment

Silicate Strengthener

Stucco

Coarse Tensile Mortar

Fine Tensile Mortar

Stucco

Priming

Impregnating Primer
Hydro Penetrating Primer
Primer SV
Penetrating Primer
Silicate primer D

Scumbling
Historic Slurry Scumble

Historic Scumble

Preventing microbiological growth Impregnation BFA

Coating

Silicone Resin Filler Paint LA

Silicone Resin Paint LA

Silicate Paint D

Render base levelling

Splatterdash mortar/bond coat

Base render

Thermal plaster

Filling & 

bonding mortar

Fine plaster

Moulding and re-profiling plaster

Historic finish

Crack sealing

Base Plaster

Special Splatterdash Mortar

Base render

Thermal render

Bonding Mortar/Bonding Mortar S

Multi-filler

Fine plaster

Decorative Moulding Plaster

Historic Finish Render

Silicone Resin Filler
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A rendered or part rendered façade has

been popular throughout history. One of

the reasons is its versatility of form and

colour. The traditional mortar renders for

façades are cementitious based and

finish renders (EN Group II) are usually

cement lime renders. There are also

thermal insulation renders which consist

of a thermally insulating base render

and a water-repellent mineral finish 

plaster. They are used on solid walls

and can combine good insulation with

appropriate physical properties.

A rendered façade can age in complex

ways. Changes in the weather can

create extreme stress on and within the

wall structure. Cracks, water damage

and separation of the façade layers

leading to delamination or detachment

can occur. Particularly at risk are 

darker areas, areas with alternating

materials, decorative plaster features

such as string courses, corners or

angles, plus their coatings with 

different thermal expansion coefficients

or waterproofing properties. The render

is also progressively stressed by 

moisture from internal condensation,

rain absorption and the release of 

dissolved salts or rising capillary damp

within the material.

To prevent deterioration with powdering,

scouring, cracks and other defects in

the render and its coatings, then it is

important to have adequate roof 

overhangs, cornices, splash zone 

protection and damp-proof courses. All

of these require regular inspection and

maintenance, including the coatings

which are of course vitally important for

durability of the rendered facade.

THE RENDERED FAÇADE
Effective refurbishment for this popular type of façade 
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CLEANING EXISTING RENDERED

AREAS
If the existing render only needs to be 
recoated and not replaced, thorough cleaning
is still essential to ensure adhesion of the new
coating to the substrate.

1

REMOVING THE DAMAGED 

RENDER
If the old render is badly damaged, it must be
completely removed, as shown in the example
here.

2

STRENGTHENING
The render base and the old render may
have to be strengthened or consolidated
before carrying out further works. This 
can be done with Remmers Silicate Streng-
thening solution and on historic heritage
buildings with Remmers KSE 300 E.

3

LEVELLING & BASE RENDER
The substrate must be as flat or level as 
possible, so that the render cures uniformly
without cracking. Uneven areas and any 
cavities, e.g. opened cracks etc., are first
levelled with Remmers base render. This is fol-
lowed by the special splatterdash bond coat
and the base render.

4

REPAIRING CRACKS
Static cracks in the render can generally be
sealed by simply widening them, priming with
Penetrating Primer and filling with Silicone
Resin Filler.
Larger cracks through the render are opened
wide (unless complete isolation and structural
joint treatment is necessary due to the like-
lihood of further movement) and primed with
Penetrating Primer and rendered over with
Bonding Mortar and fabric scrims.

5

FINISHING RENDER
The surface is smoothed and the façade is
given its final texture with the mineral finishes
Fine Render and Decorative Render L which
are easy to apply by hand or with suitable
spray machines.

6

STUCCO
Damaged stucco elements can either be
retouched in situ with Remmers Coarse and
Fine Tensile Mortar or removed and restored
in the workshop with Remmers Stucco and
then reattached later.

7

COATING OR SCUMBLING
The final coating is either opaque or 
transparent. Using the highly vapour diffusible
and water repellent silicone resin system with
Remmers Silicone Resin Paint LA or Historic
Scumble or the Remmers Mineral Paint 
Silicate Paint D.

8
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Crack damage may be minor, but if

it is not repaired further damage to

the building fabric is inevitable in

the longer term – usually caused by

the expansion or contraction of the

render substrate and increased 

moisture penetration e.g. on combi-

ned substrate masonry facades or

materials which are particularly

prone to moisture absorption.

Common causes of cracks on 

façades are variable thermal 

conductivity and exposure (shade

etc), differential movement of the

building or the render substrates

(e.g. settlement), incorrect 

preparation of the render base or

renders which are too hard/brittle

(high compressive, low tensile

strengths).

Crack refurbishment possibilities 

Static but not dynamic cracks 

(no further movement anticipated):

� Widen the crack

� Prime the crack edges with a

strengthening impregnation

� Fill the crack with an elastic,

resin bound fine mortar (Silicone

Resin Filler)

Dynamic cracks with low deformation

or residual deformation (slight future

movement is possible)

� Remove the render on both sides

to a width of about 200 mm

� Apply a dividing layer to separate

the finishing render and the 

render base

� Insert reinforcing mesh in the

render base

� Apply the render in two layers.

Base render: composite rein-

forced mortar; finishing render 

CRACK REPAIRS
Partial and full surface refurbishment options

Blind cracks Corner settlement
cracks

Shrinkage cracks Brick or block joint
reflective cracks

Drying cracks Structura/shear
cracks


